APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO ELECT
THESIS OR DISSERTATION CREDIT

For Policial Science Graduate Students

NOTE: this form must be turned in one week prior to registration the first time 7000 or 7300 credit is sought.

Please check one course (use a separate form to elect each course):

- 7000 ☐ Master’s Thesis 3 or 6 hours
- 7300 ☐ Doctoral Dissertation 1-15 hours

These courses are subject to the continuous enrollment requirement. This form is only filled out the first time you wish to enroll in 700, 720, or 730 hours.

Please indicate your plan for enrolling in the course:

F ☐ S ☐ SuI ☐ SuII ☐ Year: Hours:

Name:
Address:  Win:
Email Address:
Department:  Phone:
Degree Program: MA ☐ MDA ☐ PhD ☐
Description of Study (including methodology, if research or description of field experience [including names of site and supervisor]):

Sign below, have the faculty member who will supervise your work sign below, then return completed form to the PSCI office.

_________________________ ________________________________
Signature of Student  Date  Supervising Faculty Signature  Date

_________________________ ________________________________
Signature of Department Chair  Date  Graduate College Representative  Date

I understand that research involving human subjects must have prior approval of the research proposal by the appropriate University review body, thus assuring compliance with the regulations for the protection of such subjects of for the use of such materials. (See the reverse side of this form for the specific requirement.). In addition, I understand that The Graduate College will not approve any master’s thesis, specialist project, or doctoral dissertation which does not comply with these requirements, and in that event no credit will be granted for the course.